Massive public resume data emerging on the internet indicates individual-related characteristics in terms of profile and career experiences. Resume Analysis (RA) provides opportunities for many applications, such as recruitment trend predict, talent seeking and evaluation. Existing RA studies either largely rely on the knowledge of domain experts, or leverage classic statistical or data mining models to identify and filter explicit attributes based on pre-defined rules. However, they fail to discover the latent semantic information from semi-structured resume text, i.e., individual career progress trajectory and social-relations, which are otherwise vital to comprehensive understanding of people's career evolving patterns. Besides, when dealing with large numbers of resumes, how to properly visualize such semantic information to reduce the information load and to support better human cognition is also challenging.
ResumeVis: A Visual Analytics System to Discover Semantic Information 8:3 To address these challenges, we first define three novel semantic analytical tasks based on semistructured resumes in multiple perspectives: Then, we propose a visual analytics prototype called ResumeVis to mine and visualize resume data. Specifically, a text mining-based approach is presented to discover semantic information, such as personal career paths and interpersonal social relations, from semi-structured resume text. Besides, three visualization modules are devised to represent the mined semantic information:
(1) career trajectory chart. A timeline-styled chart that represents the career progress trajectory of an individual. (2) interpersonal relationship graph. An ego-network based graph that reveals relations between individuals. (3) organization-individual mobility map. A map that employs "quadrant diagram" metaphor to indicate people mobility.
Based on that, ResumeVis provides an integrated visual analytics environment, where users can gain knowledge and insights through visual interaction and in-depth exploration. Finally, the previously defined three semantic analytical tasks can be accomplished.
To the best of our knowledge, visual analytics on latent semantic information in semi-structured resume data has not been researched previously. Based on ResumeVis, the analysis of resume can be extended into the analysis of people, which may trigger the application of ResumeVis in other fields, such as public opinion monitoring.
The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the input data, design requirements, and an overview of our system. Section 3 proposes a semantic information mining approach. Section 4 presents the visual design of our system. Case studies and experiments are performed in Section 5. Section 6 introduces related work. The conclusion is summarized in Section 7.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In this section, we first describe input data. After that, we present design requirements. Finally, we give an overview of system workflow.
Description of Input Data
Electronic resume can be classified into two forms: structured (sr) and semi-structured (smr). sr is commonly table-based and exists in databases. The data format of sr is well organized and usually fixed, so sr can be easily stored and managed. However, it is hard to acquire sufficient sr for high-level semantic analysis because the available sr on the internet are limited, and most of sr as internal resources are private. However, smr is a type of text document and usually exists on the internet. The data format of smr is diverse and inconsistent because of text forms (txt, word, pdf, etc.), so it is non-trivial to uniformly manage and analyze smr. However, smr as publicly accessible resources can be obtained easily, which provide great opportunities for semantic based intelligence analysis. The examples of intelligence analysis are semantic search, person classification, person profile, and so on. 2 We use smr crawled on the internet as input. smr can be instantiated to a government officer's resume, enterprise staff resume, executive resume, scholar resume, or pop-star resume. Specifically, we use a government officer's resume in our system. However, the analysis approaches and visualizations are general; it is easy to make an extension to address other types of smr.
A resume usually contains two sections: basic information (BI-section) and experience (Esection) [9] . BI-section covers a person's name, gender, date of birth, and so on. E-section summarizes a person's education and/or career experiences. Figure 2 shows an example that translates a Chinese resume. Due to the difference between languages, we add semicolons so that the pauses in a sentence can be easily recognized. In Figure 2 , the first three sentences constitute BI-section. Sentence #2 gives time stamps of two milestones, and sentence #3 outlines the current career title. The rest of the sentences, i.e., paragraphs #2 to #7, constitute E-section. Each paragraph describes an experience record containing time span, title, organization, and location. Another case is that all experience records are within one paragraph. We omit the education experiences that have the similar structure with career experiences, and we only focus on the analysis of career experiences in this article. However, the approach is general and can be extended into the analysis of education experiences.
Design Requirements
Our system is under a three-year International Innovation Team project founded by K. C. Wong Education Foundation. This project aims at public opinion surveillance from online media. Four domain experts are incorporated into this project to supervise this project, including a vice head of an institute who is in charge of this project, two government administrators whose duties are cadre management and training, and an intelligence analyst. Regular research discussion meetings and unscheduled idea exchange meetings with these experts have been held since the year 2014. During these communications, the experts have clarified their requirements and evaluated the prototypes developed for the project. They have also provided many constructive suggestions to improve our system. We categorize the core design requirements into two aspects, requirements in mining phase and in visualization phase, and list them as follows.
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Requirements in Mining Phase.
• R1 Extraction of semantic elements. • R3 Mining of latent social relations. To mine interpersonal social relations among resumes by measuring the career similarity of two resumes. The social relations may be explicit where the intersection between individuals' career experiences exists, such as coworking relations. Besides, the similarity between individuals' career evolving trajectories may also be modeled as an implicit relation. The interpersonal relations can be further used to construct a social network, on which many network analysis tasks can be performed. As an application of resumes' similarity measurement, resume validation can be performed, such as updating the outdated resumes or revising the inaccurate resumes produced intentionally or by accident. Specifically, given an unknown resume with no person name, incomplete, outdated, or even wrong information, we should be able to identify who this resume may belong to and validate the incorrect information in this resume.
Requirements in Visualization Phase.
• R4 Representing the resume from overview to details. Users need a multi-level visualization so as to investigate career trajectories from overview to details and perceive career evolving patterns comprehensively.
• R5 Facilitating visual comparisons between different resumes. The visualization should facilitate the comparison between the resumes with various career trajectories and social relations through metaphor representation, where the career path of a resume and the social relations between resumes can be intuitively portrayed ( Figure 5 (a) and (b)).
• R6 Visualizing collective mobility from massive resumes. The visualization should summarize the collective mobility across temporal dimension and organization dimension so that users can quickly hold the full picture of numerous resumes and gain insights easily.
For example, the visualization should reveal the transfer process of people between various communities, such as government, grass roots, state-owned enterprises, and non-profit organizations (right part of Figure 3 ).
• R7 Flexible data labeling to collect user feedback. To incorporate human knowledge and improve model performance on trajectory discovery and similarity measurement, the visualization and corresponding interactions should be designed to smoothly support data labeling and model tunning ( Figure 6 ).
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C. Zhang and H. Wang • R8 Easily browsing of raw data. The raw data such as text in each resume is the strongest support for validating the semantic elements, career trajectories, and social relations discovered by the system. The visualization should enable users to explore the raw data easily ( Figure 6 ).
Please note that although we use government officer resumes as our data, our tasks and approaches can be extended to other domains with different types of resumes, such as researcher or scientist resumes. Taking the ranking schema in R2 as an example, when the researcher resumes are used, the ranking can be instantiated as Academician, Professor, associate Professor, assistant Professor, Lecturer, and Teaching Assistant. When the engineer resumes are used, the ranking can be instantiated as CTO, senior Engineer, Engineer, assistant Engineer, and so on. Based on that, the other tasks can also be extended to the resumes in LinkedIn, such as discovering career patterns of talents, mining latent relations (e.g., co-working relations or similar skills via analyzing job descriptions) between talents, and depicting the macro talent flow between big IT/finance companies. However, it is worth mentioning that to extend the current analysis approach and system to fit resumes in other domains may require much extra work. For example, to create new ranks for career paths in other domains needs certain manual adaptation. Therefore, one of our future works will focus on promoting the scalability of the approach. Figure 3 illustrates the system workflow. It has three phases. The mining phase will be described in Section 3. It loads input data, extracts semantic elements, and mines pattern information. The visualization phase and interaction phase will be described in Section 4. The former contains three visualization modules supporting visual exploration and analytics of mined semantic information. The latter forms a loop between mining and visualization, where users are involved for perceiving, gaining insights, and generating feedback, such as tuning parameters.
System Workflow

SEMANTIC MINING
In this section, we propose a text mining-based semantic information extraction approach. As shown in the left part of Figure 3 , the approach contains four components: pre-processing, parsing, rank quantification, and similarity mining. 
Pre-processing
The raw resumes crawled on the internet are HTML formatted and contain noises such as advertisements and JavaScript codes. These noises should be filtered by pre-processing. We use Beautiful Soup, 3 a Python library, to perform pre-processing.
Parsing
We propose a method to parse semi-structured resume text using NER techniques. Figure 4 shows an example of parsing result based on the resume in Figure 2 . In Figure 4 , structured semantic elements, i.e., BI-section and E-section, mentioned in Subsection 2.1, are extracted and denoted as a resume base. Due to space limitations, we only show one experience record in Figure 4 , while the rest are omitted.
BI-section includes some elements such as name , дender , and nation , shown in Figure 4 . We use an information extraction technique [35] to extract these elements.
E-section contains a list of experience records in a chronological order. Each record consists of some elements: dateBeдin , dateEnd , location , orдanization , and title . We use the similar technique [35] to extract these elements. Specifically, Table 1 lists the corresponding keywords used for information extraction. These keywords are collected from a large number of Chinese government websites.
Due to the semi-structured text nature of the resume data, the parsing component reaches a very high precision and recall (both over 90%) with sufficient training data, which is consistent with the results reported in Reference [35] . The indicators were obtained on a test set of 500 resume instances, which are one half of the ground-truth data: the 1,000 human-labeled resumes. The other half of the ground-truth data were used as the training set. We omit the evaluation results here due to the limited space. Finally, the semi-structured resume text has been converted into the structured resume base (R1). Using the structured resume base, the subsequent data mining and visualization techniques can be easily performed. Before introducing the mining method, we give the formal definition of the resume base. 
Rank Quantification
For identifying the career evolving trajectory in a resume, we need to quantify the ranking of title in each career record, see rank in Figure 4 .
We take administrative levels mentioned in Chinese Civil Servants Law 4 as the reference in which quantification rules are extracted. For example, the title mayor of the ordinary cities should be quantified as rank 4 (R2). However, there are many exceptions. For example, the mayors of Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, and Chongqing should be quantified as rank 6, because these four cities are municipalities that directly under the central government and have higher rank than ordinary cities.
Based on these rules and exceptions, a quantified ranking base is constructed automatically, in which each title as well as its variants is assigned to a ranking value. For example, Acting Governor is a variant of Governor; they have the same ranking value. We use the ranking base to quantify the ranking value of each title. To improve the precision of quantification by incorporating domain experts' knowledge, the ranking base can be edited by users, such as inserting a new title with a ranking value and modifying an existing title's ranking value. Eventually, we extract the career evolving trajectory from resumes. Table 2 shows an example of the career evolving trajectory extracted from the resume base in Figure 4 .
Please note that each section in the trajectory, including ranking value, can be modified by users in UI shown in Figure 6 . This is essential when the information is incorrect due to the complexity of Chinese administration and numerous special cases. 
Similarity Mining
After obtaining the career evolving trajectories of resumes with structured semantic elements and quantified title ranking, we discover interpersonal social relations by measuring the career similarity between any two resumes' trajectories (R3).
As shown in Figure 1 , interpersonal relations contain two types. The first is the explicit relation, which is mined by measuring the experience intersection between resumes' trajectories. The examples of explicit relations are relations of colleagues. The second is the implicit relation, which is captured by calculating the advancement/promotion similarity between resumes' trajectories, i.e., the morphological similarity of two trajectories, shown in Figure 1 . The examples of implicit relations are two individuals whose title promoting rate or path are similar, although they may never co-work in an organization. 
Explicit Relation
Second, we employ Apriori [1] to mine frequent resume set from D, i.e., the elements that frequently appear in D. The threshold of the algorithm, i.e., the absolute support, is set to 2, which means that two resumes tend to have close relations if they co-work or co-worked in at least two organizations. Third, we propose a resume experience matching algorithm to measure the matching degree between each resume pair in the frequent resume set. The basic principle of the algorithm is that more experience intersection produces higher matching degree; the matching degree represents the relation value between the resume pair. The value range of matching degree is from 0 (totally mismatching) through 1 (exactly matching, which means two resumes are the same). The pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1.
Implicit Relation
Mining. First, we take the time span on each ranking value from the career evolving trajectory as the feature to describe the career advancement pattern of each resume. The feature vector F (i ) of a resume r i is formalized as Equation (2), 
where n is assigned as 9 in this article, which denotes the number of ranking value. T = n j=1 t (i ) j , which denotes the time span across whole career experiences of r i . For example, the feature vector of the trajectory in Table 2 is formalized as {0.11, 0, 0.11, 0.11, 0.15, 0.3, 0.22, 0, 0}, where T = 27.
Second, we measure the implicit relations between each resume pair by calculating the cosine similarity between their feature vectors. Higher similarity indicates that the career evolving trajectories of two resumes are more similar. The similarity is calculated by Equation (3),
where r a and r b denotes two resumes, f Eventually, the social relations between each resume pair are discovered by similarity mining. In Section 4, we will introduce two applications of resume similarity mining, please refer to resume validation view in Figure 8 and interpersonal relationship graph in Figure 5 (b) for details.
VISUALIZATION DESIGN
To satisfy the requirements in visualization phase (R4-R8), we provide our system with three visualization modules. We design career trajectory chart, a timeline-styled chart ( Figure 5(a) ) using the "trajectory" metaphor to present the individual career evolving process. We devise interpersonal relationship graph, an ego-network based spiral graph ( Figure 5(b) ) to reveal interpersonal social relations. We also design organization-individual mobility map, a novel visualization (right part of Figure 3 ) that employs the metaphor of "quadrant diagram" to indicate various people mobility in a collective perspective. These visualizations represent the resumes from overview to details (R4); that is, the resumes are visualized in the collective perspective, in the interpersonal perspective, and in the individual perspective. Specifically in individual perspective (career trajectory chart), the information of a resume is further revealed in two granularities: the career trajectory and the detailed information regarding various career stages. 
Career Trajectory Chart
We present a timeline-based chart ( Figure 5(a) ) to visually encode the career evolving trajectory of an individual. This chart as a variant of classical line chart converts the abstract individual career advancement information into an intuitive representation. Specifically, the temporal variation of individual's ranking, such as official title, and the promotion/demotion timestamp are visualized. This chart can assist users in understanding various career progress patterns intuitively.
In Figure 5 (a), x-axis encodes the temporal dimension. There are two modes, age and year, which are toggled alternately by pressing the corresponding buttons. In addition, y-axis encodes the dimension ranking, i.e., quantified ranking value of the career evolving trajectory. The ordinal scale is from level 0 to level 8. In this article, these ranking values are mapped into levels of the administrative titles from Civilian (0) through President (8) .
Then, the resume's career evolving trajectory can be visualized as a set of color-filled horizontal rectangles, each of which denotes an experience record. These rectangles are assembled head-to-tail by some vertical lines. Mouse hovering over a rectangle reveals detailed experience information via a floating tooltip window. To enhance dynamic evolving effect when rendering the trajectory, the animated transition is adopted so that the rectangles emerge one after another in a chronological order. Besides, the animated transition also occurs to preserve mental model when switching between mode age and mode year. Legends on this chart shows the names and the user-labeled career patterns of corresponding resumes. Eventually, a "ladder" representation is constructed. To avoid overlapping among different trajectories, we add a tiny y-axis offset on trajectories for easily distinguishing them.
In Figure 5 (c), we employ statistical histogram to get an overview of total resumes' trajectories. Besides, we can compare the statistics of trajectories between different resumes where the average value of all resumes (denoted as gray bars) is depicted as a baseline. Based on that, users can drag the icons of individuals on object management panel ( Figure 5 resume text as a reference for easily browsing of raw data (R4) and evaluating the extracted semantic elements. In Career Experiences, user can modify the semantic elements of career experiences (R8). For example, ranking values are indicated as stars; users can change the number of stars by clicking the stars when rank quantification is incorrect. After the ranking values are modified, career trajectory chart with new rank values is updated smoothly.
Users can label the pattern type by clicking the CareerPattern combo box at the bottom of Figure 6 (R7). This label or annotation function facilitates expressing the insight of users from visualization. In ResumeVis, there are currently three types of career patterns pre-defined by domain experts to describe resumes with various ranking promoting rates: ascending, steady, and recessionary.
Design alternatives: Figure 7 shows several alternative designs (B, C, and D) that have been evaluated by the domain experts. Design B uses a traditional line chart to show the career trajectory. Like Design A, B use x-axis to encode the temporal dimension and y-axis to encode the dimension ranking. It can display information as a series of continuous data points, i.e., the dot markers on B that denote different experience records. Despite of being simple and easy to realize, the domain experts claimed that B is not suitable for the career trajectory with the features of ranking to be ordinal, not continuous. Specifically, the experts may not be sensitively aware of the sudden change of the ranking when the person get a promotion or demotion after a long "dormancy." Design C and D both use y-axis to encode the dimension of organization. In C, a dot and a vertical bar separately denote the beginning and end of a experience record. In D the Gantt Chart is employed. Since C and D are similar, we only give the report of the experts on D: Gantt Chart. The experts mentioned that the structure (or relations) among bars in D is flat; it is not the case in A, where an extra ordinal feature of each bar, called the ranking value, is incorporated. Consequently, there are some distinct differences between D and our chart. First, different bars in D may overlap with each other in the time dimension, which means one project or stage may contain another project or stage. While in our chart, each bar is exclusive in the time dimension. Second, the path or flow in D is irreversible: It can only evolve from the previous stage to the next stage. But in our chart, by incorporating an extra dimension of ranking value, the ranking of one experience record can promote and demote. That means the ranking of one bar in our chart can evolve to two directions: go up and go down. Furthermore, one bar in our chart may even skip the specific ranking values, e.g., from rank 2 to rank 4 directly. Yet, it is not the case in D, where no stage can be skipped. Please note that the organization information in A is depicted as a floating tooltip window, which may not be as intuitive as in C and D. However, it is acceptable in the task of analyzing the resumes of Chinese government officers, because the ranking information is more important than the organization information when analyzing the career path of a Chinese government officer. Therefore, this design may be not suitable for the resumes of non-government employees or employees having career steps in different domains; we leave the exploration of different visualization designs for future work.
Interpersonal Relationship Graph
We present an ego-network based spiral graph in Figure 5 (b) to reveal social relations between a focus person, denoted as a central node, and other related people, denoted as surrounding nodes. As a complement of career trajectory chart, this graph can enable users to understand the "context" information of the focus person. This graph is based on resume similarity mining in Section 3.4.
When users right-click the icon of a resume r c , the graph is constructed in which r c is visualized as the central point and R s = {r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r K } are shown as the K surrounding nodes. The node is visualized as a rounded rectangle with the name of the individual on it. Please note R s are calculated by similarity mining method in Section 3.4. The distance between the central node and a surrounding node encodes the relation value between the focus person and a related person. That is, a shorter edge means closer relations. The mouse hovering over a surrounding node shows detailed relation information.
The parameter K and relation type can be set via tool buttons at the bottom of the graph. When the type explicit relation is chosen, the relation value, i.e., cosine similarity degree, is shown as in Figure 11(a) ; otherwise, the experience intersection is shown as in Figure 11 (b). Please note that in the graph the dashed edges denote the implicit relations and the solid edges means the explicit relations. Users can drag the surrounding node to adjust the position of the node along the reference circle for optimized layout. When dragging a node, an auxiliary red circle emerges as a baseline to facilitate the comparison of relation value among other nodes (see Figure 5(b) ).
As another application of resume similarity mining, we propose resume validation view shown in Figure 8 . When users load an unknown resume r u with no person name, incomplete, outdated, or even wrong information, ResumeVis is able to identify who r u may belong to and validate the incorrect information in r u (R3). In Figure 8(a) , the most similar person of r u is calculated as Jim, and the similarity degree, i.e., matching degree in Section 3.4, between r u and Jim is 86%, which means 86% of Jim's career experiences are matched with r u . Users may click the Show Details button to investigate the detailed information in the expanded view. In Figure 8(b) , other similar people as candidates are listed in a descending order of the similarity degree. After clicking a candidate resume r s in the list, r u is shown in Test Resume section and r s is shown in Standard Resume section for comparison. The mismatch between two resume texts is highlighted using a red bold font. 
Organization-Individual Mobility Map
We propose a map for gaining insights on collective mobility through visualizing massive resumes. This map employs the metaphor "quadrant diagram" (right part of Figure 3 ) to represent the collective mobility across temporal and organization dimensions (R6). By considering the suggestions and comments of several domain experts, organizations are classified as four categories: government, grass roots, state-owned enterprises (or companies), and non-profit organizations. Resumes belonging to same type of organization form a community. Therefore, resumes are divided as five communities: four basic communities and one compound community where individuals belong to multiple types of organizations.
In the right part of Figure 3 , each node denotes an individual, and the node size encodes the ranking value. The map is divided into five regions to encode five communities: Four sectors denote four basic communities and the circular region in the center denotes the compound community. Four radials as the boundaries of four basic communities encode the temporal dimension, which increases from the center outward. Therefore, the location of the node encodes the type of organization to which the individual belongs at a specific time. As time evolves, the size and the location of each node vary. The transition process is visualized with the form of animation so as to reveal the collective mobility. A force-directed layout method [18] is applied to ease node overlapping while keeping the relative positions of the nodes as much as possible. The detailed mobility information, with two forms of appointing and dismissing, is shown in Mobility Info. window (bottom-right corner of Figure 3) .
Users can zoom in, zoom out and drag the map for exploration using various resolutions. Users can select a node to investigate the detailed information regarding the individual and the organization(s) he/she belongs to (Figure 12(b) and (c) ). Users can also select a community, by clicking the blank area in the corresponding quadrant/section, to check the information regarding the individuals belonging to the selected community (Figure 12(d) ). When selecting a community, the nodes in this community are highlighted and the others are faded so that users can focus on interesting area. When users select a node from the compound community, several auxiliary lines emerge to indicate which communities this node belongs to (Figure 12(e) ).
In the top-right corner of Figure 3 , users can press Animation button to play the transition process over time for perceiving the collective mobility during the whole time span. Besides, users can slide the slider so as to discover the status at a specific time stamp.
Design alternatives: Figure 9 shows several alternative designs (B and C) that have been compared by the domain experts. Design B uses a circle to encode the time dimension. Compared with A, B can indicate the evolving trend of resume volumes in a much finer granularity. Thus, the users can easily perceive the macroscopical differences between the resumes during different time stages. However, the information of organization type, which each resume belongs to, can not be effectively encoded in B (because there can only be two sections divided by the time circle). It prevents the users from distinguishing the resumes that belong to various types of organizations. Therefore, the analysis of the resumes on the organization level can not be performed in B. Design C used four squares to encode four basic communities. Although the organization dimension is clearly encoded in C (yet it is not a perfect encoding because the compound community as the 5th one is not encoded), the time information can not be effectively revealed. Adopting the animation may alleviate this issue to some extent, but the experts prefer a static representation when they check the collective mobility in details without missing attention caused by the animation.
SYSTEM EVALUATION
We evaluated the system through three case studies and two quantitative experiments. The dataset used in the evaluation contains 2,640 resumes collected from websites of Chinese governments at various levels.
Case Studies
In each case study, some real-world tasks were designed by our domain experts. The other three participants were then required to use the system for solving the tasks. Please note that the participants have the knowledge background of Information Visualization and Resume Analysis. In general, they search and analyze resumes manually via LinkedIn interface 5 with limited visualization tools, such as basic statistical charts. Before the evaluation the participants spent 2 hours using the system so that they were familiar with the system. Feedback from the participants was received after the evaluation. individual need to be considered, such as the career promoting rate at various stages. However, there is no quantitative standard for assessing these aspects. Currently, this task is performed manually based on human knowledge and experience. When facing massive resumes, evaluating each resume merely by reading resume text is rather tedious and time-consuming.
In Figure 10 , after participants imported the resumes into our system, the system provided statistical histogram to indicate the statistical pattern of career advancement. Figure 10(a) shows the statistical results of total resumes, i.e., the average value of all resumes on each rank's time span. Through interactive exploration, the participants selected three resumes named Jack, Tom, and Karl and labelled them as ascending, steady, and recessionary. Figure 10 (1) There are two "bottleneck" period for Chinese officers during their early career. The first is rank#0. They usually spend 13 years at grass roots organizations before they get the first promotion to rank#1, such as vice county head. The second is rank#5. They usually spend 10 years at rank#5, such as vice governor, before they get the promotion to rank#6, such as governor.
(2) Resume Jack gets faster promotion at the two "bottleneck" periods than the average. Resume Tom has an approximately average promotion speed during his early career. Resume Karl has slower promotion speed than the average during his early career. Figure 10 (e) shows the career trajectory chart with time mode age visualizing the career progress trajectories of Jack, Tom, and Karl. From this chart participants easily perceived visual insights mentioned above by comparing career trajectories from individual perspective (T2). 
Interpersonal Social Relations Analysis.
The specific tasks are included as follows.
T3: Finding the similar or relevant resumes (individuals) based on the focus resume (individual).
T4: Validating unknown or unfaithful resumes.
Please note T3 is important for government to discover the interpersonal relationship and even social network in Chinese government. This task may facilitate anti-corruption.
When participants investigated interpersonal relationship graph of the focus individual named Tony shown in Figure 11 (a) and (b), they may perceive the following phenomena (T3).
(1) Through interaction with UI, e.g., switching the Relation Type and changing the value of K, participants observed that surrounding points can be classified into two groups: X and Y based on their distance to the central point. By investigating the detailed information regarding the relations between the central point and clusters, participants realized that the duration of career intersection between the central point and X is significantly larger than that of Y . Besides, the intersection type, i.e., the organization type, of resumes in X is Company while the intersection type of resumes in Y is Non-profit Org.
(2) The individual Lifeng has close relations with Tony. Specifically, they have similar career evolving trajectories in Figure 11 (c) and (d). Another evidence in Figure 11(a) shows that the implicit relations, i.e., the career similarity, between Lifeng and Tony reaches a peak value. In addition, the explicit relations in Figure 11 (b) show that they were colleagues during the years 2001 and 2008-2012. Based on that, participants can infer that the promotion of Lifeng may benefit from the experience intersection with Tony (blue mark in Figure 11(d) ). Participants can even predict Lifeng will get further promotion soon based on such trajectories similarity and relations.
For performing T4, 80 resumes were collected from the officer base of Xinhua Net. 6 Two participants were requested to remove 10%-30% of text content, including name section, from the first 40 resumes for producing unknown resumes, and to modify 15% of text content from the second 40 resumes for producing unfaithful resumes. Such operations were performed by using our system as shown in Figure 6 . Based on these produced resumes, the last participant was able to use the Figure 8 to successfully identify 40 unknown resumes and 34 unfaithful resumes, as well as their missing or wrong information being corrected.
UI in
Collective Mobility Analysis.
Please see the tasks below. T5: Discovering career evolving patterns across temporal dimension. T6: Discovering career transfer patterns across organization dimension.
Solving T5 and T6 enables decision makers to be aware of career situation of officers in a macroscopic perspective and thus make reasonable strategies accordingly, such as guiding and controlling the process of officer training, appointing and dismissing. Through displaying animation and interacting with the organization-individual mobility map in Figure 12 (a), participants can gain two valuable insights.
First, there is a "boom" of officer emergence during 2009/11/01 and 2010/01/01 (The dense area of government section in Figure 12(a) ). Figure 12 (g) proves this "boom" phenomenon, which shows the emergence trend during the whole time range. From this phenomenon participants inferred that the reason behind may be the fourth plenary session of the 17th central committee of the communist party of China held in Sep. 2009 (T5) .
Second, the number of resumes in government significantly outweigh the number of resumes in other organizations. Specifically, the number of grass roots' resumes is the least. Figure 12(h) can prove that, which shows the proportion of resumes in various organizations. This phenomenon demonstrates the fact that currently being a civil servant in the government is the best career choice for Chinese job seekers (T6).
Besides, participants can conduct in-depth exploration by ample interactive tools. For example, when participants select a node (Figure 12(b) ), the information regarding this node is shown in Figure 12 (c). Participants can also select a community so that the nodes in this community are highlighted and the information of this community is shown in Figure 12(d) . Last, Figure 12 (e) indicates that participants can check the nodes belonging to multiple communities. 
User Feedback.
We collected the feedback from the three participants. In Table 3 , the participants were required to vote a score on functionality and usability of our system for each task. The score could be 5 (excellent), 4 (good), 3 (average), 2 (not good), or 1 (poor).
Then, two participants gave their comments about user experience. Both experts were very impressed by the system, particularly by the revealed semantic information that can well support their decision making. They suggested that representing resumes in multiple perspectives is "comprehensive," and "valuable for human cognition and perceiving insights." Besides, they also raised some potential limitations/drawbacks in our approach and visual design that should be addressed in the future. First, the experts claimed that the parsing component in Section 3.2 can be promoted via a proper visual analytics method, which is to demonstrate how the semantic analysis can help organize the information so that a raw resume can be converted into a structured format. Now the parsing is more like a black box; the user can not easily understand and intervene the parsing process. Second, the scalability of the career trajectory chart may become an issue when much more resumes are visualized in one view. Specifically, the experts mentioned that except for representing the career advancement of an individual resume, it is also critical for a visual design to show how the system would help the users find patterns of interest so as to quickly reduce the number of resumes to be reviewed or compared. However, this issue can be fixed to some extent by incorporating the statistical histogram in Figure 5 (c) to outline the overview of a large number of resumes' trajectories, and by combining the interpersonal relationship graph as a complementation to visualize the relations between resumes. Third, the organization-individual mobility map suffers the problem of over-plotting: although the force-directed layout method was used, some nodes still overlap with each other in Figure 12 (a). So, a more customized layout method or node merging method should be proposed.
Last, the experts pointed out the directions for further improving the system.
• The information on spatial dimension has not been considered yet. Intuitively, the spatial career trajectory and spatial mobility on geographical map are also important.
• The ego-spiral graph should be extended into a social network for better visual comprehension, because the relations among the surrounding nodes are also important.
• The patterns of career evolving trajectories could be further mined by using pattern recognition methods. For example, how to predict the individual career trajectory in the future based on historical career trajectories.
• The current system is specifically aimed at government officer resumes. However, resumes from other domains should also be analyzed in the future to improve the versatility of the system. As a potential extension, for example, the co-author relations between scientists may be analyzed by incorporating the publication list of each scientist in his/her resume. Based on that, by comparing the difference between one's colleagues and co-authors, some interesting phenomena may also be found: Someone who tends to co-author with his colleagues may not be good at socializing with others from different organizations or fields.
Someone else who frequently co-author with non-colleagues may be a socialites having wide cooperation and connections with others. Besides, the similarity of research field between scientists can also be measured to support various applications, such as to cluster scientists and to find the scientists with similar interests. 
Experiments
Two quantitative experiments are performed to evaluate the performance of mining methods, i.e., rank quantification and similarity mining.
Performance Evaluation on Rank
Quantification. Forty resumes were randomly extracted from the complete data set, which contain 618 experience records. For each experience record, three participants were required to judge whether the ranking value is correct. Table 4 summarizes the evaluation results. Finally, 598 experience records were correctly quantified and the precision was 91.4%.
Performance Evaluation on Similarity
Mining. Sixty resumes were randomly extracted from the complete data set. For each resume r c , six most similar resumes were selected via UI shown in Figure 5(b) , in which the first three resumes, R i = {r (1) i , r (2) i , r (3) i }, were detected by implicit relations measurement, the others, R e = {r (1) e , r (2) e , r (3) e }, were discovered by explicit relations measurement. R i and R e are considered as the test groups. Besides, we add two control groups for each resume r c to prevent confirmation bias. Specifically, for each r c , another six resumes are randomly sampled from the complete data set but excluding R i and R e , as two control groups:
e ,r (2) e ,r (3) e }. First, for each resume in R i ∪R i , three participants were required to judge whether its career evolving trajectory is similar with r c 's trajectory by using majority voting rule. Second, for each resume in R e ∪R e , three participants were required to check whether there is the experience intersection between its trajectory and r c 's trajectory. Please note that for each resume the participants do not know in advance whether it comes from the test group or the control group, when they make judgments. Table 5 lists the evaluation results, which indicates that the precision of mining implicit relations and explicit relations is 91.1% and 98.3%, respectively. Besides, the results on the control groups ensure that the confirmation bias is eliminated when the participants make judgments.
RELATED WORK
Three areas of research, resume analysis, text mining, and information visualization techniques, are the main inspiration for the design of our system. Therefore, this section discusses related works in the following three categories.
Resume Analysis
The prototype of RA is personal experience analysis born during the World War II. 7 A psychologist called J. P. Guilford tried to predict whether an aircrew trainee can successfully graduate based on his/her experiences previously. The research of Guilford proved that the experience in the past may reveal the current ability and can be used to predict the behavior in the future. In 1996, Georgia Institute of Technology founded the RVM (Research Value Mapping) Program, which was later founded by Arizona State University [4] . Gaughan and Robin [19] compared career trends of scientists between different countries using resumes of 800 physicists and bio-scientists from France and the USA. Sabatier et al. [32] used resumes of 583 French bio-scientists to research what kind of impact career mobility had on various career progress patterns.
Recently, online professional networks such as LinkedIn have collected a huge number of public resumes, which provide opportunities for RA studies using data mining techniques. Many data mining methods, such as classification, association rules and clustering [8, 25] , have been adopted to analysing resumes for personnel selection and talent prediction. Xu et al. [45] proposed a method to detect talent circles in job transition networks. Based on that, a talent exchange prediction method is presented for talent recommendation. Xu et al. [47] showed a novel approach, which is the most similar work to ours, to model the professional similarity by mining professional career trajectories in resumes. However, they did not further discover the latent semantic information in resumes, such as title's ranking in each career sequence. Another relevant research domain is scientific literature and patent analysis [6, 15] . Reference [15] reviewed the state-of-the-art approaches to analyze and visualize scientific literature and patent via text mining and visualization techniques. These approaches were categorized according to variant data type (text, citations, authors, etc.), and task, such as finding and comparing single entities or elementary relations. In this domain, to analyze CV data can be incorporated and may facilitate author or co-author analysis in a more comprehensive view, which can be considered as a research direction for future investigations.
In addition, there are various information systems and databases deployed in companies, governments and recruiting websites to collect, store, process and analyze resumes. DaXtra 8 is a RA software for recruitment management. DaXtra contains resume parsing, semantic searching and intelligent matching components that facilitate recruitment processes. Visualize.me 9 employs the infographic representation to turn a structured resume into several informative charts.
Therefore, existing research basically focused on identifying and filtering explicit attribute information from structured resumes based on pre-defined rules. The methods they used either largely relied on the knowledge of domain experts or leveraged classic statistical or data mining models. However, they failed to detect hidden semantic information in resumes. This article is dedicated to dealing with such semantic information.
In NLP community, much research has been conducted on such sub-tasks [7, 17, 23, 31, 34, 35, 37] . There are plenty of NLP toolkits, such as UIMA [16] , GATE [12] , and Stanford CoreNLP [30] . Among them, Stanford CoreNLP released by Stanford University is a widely used, flexible, and extensible NLP toolkit. In our system, we employ Chinese Word Segmentation and NER to parse resume text.
In the data mining field, Association rules mining are related to our system, since our system mines relations between people. Many algorithms for generating association rules were presented, such as Apriori [1] , Eclat [48] , and FP-growth [21] .
Information Visualization
Multiple visualizations have been developed to visualize information in text data [11, 27, 36, 43, 44, 46] . Text visualization can be classified as two categories: concrete text visualization to show word, phrase, and sentence and abstract text visualization to represent entity, topic, and other semantic information.
Concrete text visualization. The word cloud as a compact visual form of words has been used to provide the content overview of corpus [33] . Cui et al. [11] proposed a hybrid tag cloud visualization that incorporated a trend chart to illustrate temporal evolutions of content in a set of documents. Wattenberg and Viégas [40] proposed the Word Tree to represent informationretrieval results in a tree form in which each node denoted a keyword. Ham et al. [38] presented the Phrase Net to display a graph whose nodes are phrases and whose edges indicate that two phrases are linked by a specific relation.
Abstract text visualization. Havre et al. [22] proposed ThemeRiver to visualize semantic variations over time using a riverlike metaphor. Luo et al. [28] used a similar metaphor to presents events based on text analysis. Cui et al. [10] presented TextFlow for analyzing topical evolution patterns in which critical events were detected as flags of topic birth/disappearance and topic merging/splitting. Wu et al. [43] proposed OpinionFlow to visualize the diffusion of public opinions on social media by combining a Sankey graph with a density map. Reference [39] presented a visual analytics approach for developing a full picture of relevant topics discussed in multiple text sources, in which a number of common topics as well as distinctive topics are visualized as a topic graph. Reference [14] introduced a visual analytics tool to analyze speaker behavior patterns in multi-party conversations by proposing Topic-Space Views, which can track the dynamics of speakers across the semantic landscape in a conversation. In this tool, a glyph-based representation of each speaker and an animation-based visualization are adopted to enable the users to monitor the stance of individual speakers with regard to specific topics.
In contrast to the existing text visualization concentrated on visualizing text itself, our system converts unstructured resume text into individual-related and structured semantic elements such as time-varying career trajectories. Then, visualization is performed based on such structured semantic elements. Besides, there are some visualization research that are relevant or equivalent to resume analysis. Reference [5] proposed a visualization tool to explore a changing hierarchy of a organization, where an individual's career path within a organization hierarchy is presented. Unlike Reference [5] which mainly focus on one organization, our work can depict an individual's career transition trajectories among different organizations, measure the latent social relations between different individuals, and demonstrate the talent flow in a collective perspective. [42] introduce a visualization to an overview of event sequences by aggregating multiple event sequences into a tree structure, where an event sequence can be analogous to a career trajectory in this article. Along this line, Reference [13] proposed a visual analytics system to present and explain recommendations of temporal event sequences. By applied in in the student advising scenario, this system can find similar archived records (students) and explore potential outcomes (e.g., becoming a professor); then give actionable recommendations. Another event sequence visualization work [26] was proposed to explore and communicate nonlinear narratives from a sequence of events in movie stories, which may not follow an explicit chronological order. Be similar to them, our work can extract similar resumes based on the sequences of their experiences. However, as a further step, we can also calculate the implicit and explicit relations between resumes and visualize collective mobility hidden in massive resumes. In terms of trajectory visualization such as taxi trajectories and bus trajectories, a number of approaches have been proposed by using various visual metaphors (e.g., lines/curves, heat maps, and time rings) [20, 24, 41, 49] . Last, Reference [2] introduced the techniques of visualizing time-oriented data. Among them, Reference [3] designed novel glyphs for representing temporal uncertainties and their evaluation, which can be regarded as a advanced Gantt chart and is quite similar to our career trajectory chart.
CONCLUSION
This article presents a visual analytics prototype based on resume data, aiming to help users understand the semantic patterns hidden in the resumes. First, a text mining-based approach is presented to extract the semantic information. Then, three visualization modules are designed to represent the semantic information in multiple perspectives. Through in-depth interaction and exploration performed by domain experts, our system is proved to be effective.
Further work can focus on the extension of the visualization on geographical dimension by considering the temporal-spatial mobility information. We also need to design better visual encodings for representing social relations and coordinated interaction between various views. Last, we consider to predict the career trajectory in the future by considering the patterns hidden in the historical career trajectories.
